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ROBERT AUSTERLITZ

(1923—1994)

Integer vitae scelerisque purus
non eget Mauris iaculis neque arcu,

nes venenatis gravida sagittis
Fusce, pharetra,

sive per Syrtis iter aestuosas

sive facturus per inhospitalem
Caucasum, vel quae loca fabulosus

lambit Hydaspes.

Could you show me just one in the profes-
sion of Uralic linguistics who did notknow

this joyful person? Certainly not. He has been

the most popular participant in Finno-Ugric
congresses since more than three decades.

We liked his jokes and anecdotes, and ea-

gerly looked forward to his next lecture at

the next congress. His lectures were rather

theatrical appearances than lofty talks fit-

ting to an academic, and were received by
the public with applause and bravos un-

usual in lecture rooms and auditoria. He

was a true entertainer with catchy entries

and remarkable exits, smart punch-lines and

the like, a star who knew how to adress the

audience and captivate its attention. And

his audience was usually spellbound, ex-

cept some stubborn philologists who tried

hard to catch the juggler of tongue in some

deceptive trick, but in vain. They failed, first

and foremost, because Austerlitz was, even

by the most scrupulous academic standards,

not only an erudite philologist (which was

acknowledged by several learned societies,

among them the Finnish and the Hungari-
an Academies of Sciences and the Finno-

Ugric Society in Helsinki, by electing him

as honorary member), but also a person of

exceptional capability (acquired, perhaps,
from shamans in Sachalin or some "tdltos”

[medicine man] in Debrecen or a Gipsy
witch-doctor wandering around in Tran-

sylvania) for opening up the minds of the

most hard-headed Hun(garian)s — without

trepanation — for ideas springing out of

the head of their fellow human being who,

to their surprise, happened to be nobody
else but Austerlitz himself.

The merry entertainer was a busy and

thorough philologist (though). The brack-

ets here are used to indicate the artificial

nature of the antagonism between enter-

tainment and philology: it is only in our

pharisaic code of conduct that philology
should exclude entertainment and vice ver-

sa. This "Romanian Gipsy” acquaintaince of

ours (as he used to introduce himself at a

conference in Szeged some twenty years ago
to some innocent bystanders who were

amazed by his linguistic and/or entertain-

ing talent) never obeyed the prescriptions
of such a code and broke it wherever he

could. Instead of boring professional arti-

cles, exemplo gratia, he wrote virtuoso es-

says in different languages — English, Ger-

man, French, Finnish and Hungarian for

the greatest pleasure of the profession. With

his very first publication, "Gilyak Nursery
Words™ in 1956 he already won the ap-
praisal of the world of linguistics. "Brilliant

analysis of the nursery words 'in the light
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of the structure of Gilyak as a whole’”,

wrote Roman Jakobson about Austerlitz’s

primum opus (R.Jakobson G.Huttl-

Worth,]. F. Beebe, Paleosiberian Peo-

ples and Languages. A Bibliographical Guide,

New Haven 1957).When Austerlitz thanked

him for the flattering words, Jakobsonsaid

reassuringly: "I thought you may [fid] it

sometime”. It so happened that, in spite of

the fact that he had previously studied Hun-

garian linguistic at Columbia University and

Finno-Ugric linguistics at Helsinki Univer-

sity and written his doctoral dissertation

on Ob-Ugric versification in 1955 (titled "Ob-

Ugric Metrics™ published in 1958), he be-

came known at once in the prefession through
this essay on a Paleosiberian language he

had come across on his first visit to Hok-

kaido, Japan in 1953—1954 where there were

refugees from Sachalin at that time. Auster-

litz's interest in Gilyak accompanied him

throughout his life, and even became stronger
withtime: in the past few years he had been

working hard on a Gilyak etymological dic-

tionary, which he assumedly meant to be

the summit of his oeuvre. Adding Auster-

litz’s Old Norse and Icelandic studies from

his undergraduate years to the subjects above,
we may only say he layed down the founda-

tions of his lifework truly wide and deep.
Since Austerlitz’s family background

was woven from different languages and

cultures (his father was an Austrian from

Briinn, Moravia and his mother an Ameri-

can with Bohemian roots, he himself was

born in Bucharest, Romania, but grew up
in Kronstadt-Brass6-Bragsov, Transylvania
where his nanny was a "Székely” girl, An-

na by name; as a boy he attended German

elementaryand Romanian secondary schools

in the famous Saxon city which was for cen-

turies Hungary’s gate to the Balkans), one

would think that he was — given his bril-

liant analytical mind — predestined to be-

come a professor of linguistics at one of the

universitiesof his native country in Kolozs-

var-Cluj, Bucharest or lasi. History thought
otherwise. In 1938, when Austerlitz was 15,

his father saw it better for him to leave Ro-

mania (which was then on the way of be-

coming a fascist country) for New York

where his mother lived then (she had di-

vorced his father earlier and returned to

her native country). It was due to World

War 11, whose active and passive partici-

pant he was, first as a soldier in the U.S.

Army, then as a POW of the Germans in

Bavaria, that he could start his university
studies much later. Beside linguistics he stud-

ied philosophy at the New School of Social

Research, where he got his B.A. in 1950. In

the same year he obtained also his M.A. in

linguistics from Columbia University, where

his tutor and mentor and professor was John
Lotz. It was certainly he who encouraged
Austerlitz to work on Hungarian phonolo-
gy and under whose guidance Austerlitz’s

thesis, "Phonemic Analysis of Hungarian”
was written. The academic atmosphere of

New York during and immediately after

World War II was really exciting and intel-

lectually very stimulating thanks to the re-

fugees and emigrées from the Old World,

among them André Martinet, Roman Jakob-
son and Uriel Weinreich. John Lotz, whom

Roman Jakobson"allured” there from Stock-

holm joined them after the war. This "Lin-

guistic Circle of New York” was a stimulat-

ing company for the young Austerlitz, where

he could hear about the French and the Russ-

ian structuralism, the methods of the Vien-

na School and the Prague Circle and last,
but not least — thanks to John Lotz — he

could sense the spirit of famous E6tvos-Col-

legium of Budapest. In New York Auster-

litz also had a chance to meet Béla Barték,
the great Hungarian composer and ethno-

musicologist who, after having emigrated
to the States from Hungary in 1940 (for the

same reasons as Austerlitz two years earli-

er) found asylum also in Columbia Univer-

sity, where he was employed as a curator

of the ethnomusicological archives. Bartdk,
who had an excellent knowledge of Roman-

ian, while working on Romanian folk-songs
from Maramaros-Maramures County, Tran-

sylvania, ran into passage where he could

not understand some words. He wanted to

find someone who could help him. It was

presumably due to the connections Auster-

litz's mother had with the musical world

that Barték could have heard of the young
man who had recently come from Roma-

nia, and so he asked him to come and help.
Austerlitz, as he told me later, considered

the invitation a great honour. He put on his

best clothes, but in spite of his careful pre-

parations was late for the appointment, be-

cause in his excitement he had got off the

subway at a wrong place and had to walk
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there. He was, nevertheless, received by a

soft-spoken and polite gentleman, Barték,
who, without a delay, started to play the

record in question. Much to hisregret, Aus-

terlitzcould not help, since he did not know

the dialectal/poetic word Barték wanted

him to explain. (Later, being a good philolo-
gist, he looked up the word omdt which

turned out to 'snow’. At the time they met

Austerlitz knew only the common words 2d-

padd and nea for 'snow’.)
From 1951 to 1953 Austerlitz studied

general, Finnic, as well as Finno-Ugric lin-

guistics at the University ofHelsinki. Among
his professors were Paavo Ravila, Lauri Ha-

kulinen and Toivo Vilho Lehtisalo. In the

early fifties Finland was still groaning un-

der the burden of paying the Soviets war

reparations. Food, fuel, nearly everything
was rationed, poverty was general, but cul-

ture was held in higher prestige than ever.

Austerlitz did not live better than the Finns

around him, but he used his time effective-

ly for educating himself. He learned not on-

ly Finnish, but also Swedish and found some-

thing in Helsinki of what he had left in Bras-

s6: something of a European style urban

life with literary salons, theatrical perfor-
mances and concerts. (He told me that in

home-concerts he was regular accompany-

ing pianist to Lehtisalo who played the vio-

lin.) And the University of Helsinki with its

classical style buildings, with its rich and

well-ordered library, with its enlightened
spirit, with its benevolent and learned pro-
fessors who, nevertheless, kept the obliga-
tory three step distance from the public, al-

together gave the impression as if it were a

relict of the last century. Although the two

world wars, with a civilwar and the "win-

ter-war” in-between, tookan extremely heavy
toll in the life of the Finns, the social and

political institutions (Church, Parliament,

government, administration, parties, hospi-
tals, universities, schools) remained sur-

prisingly infact in the flames of these dev-

astating events of history. Finland remained

a reasonable and sober country amidst the

sea of graziness that characterized Europe
in those days. Moreover, she became in is-

land of stability and cultural continuity in

Europe during and after the war. This must

have been perceived even in New York, since

the war had dramatically changed the life-

style and cultural set-ap of America, too,

not to mention Austerlitz’s native region in

East-Europe. After the pragmatic and quick-
ly changing ways of the Americans, the

slow-moving, traditional and predictable
Finnish way of life, the stability and effe-

ciency of their institutions and the sense of

comfort and reliablity the academic life era-

diated, certainly had their effect on the mer-

curial "American”: he realized that moving
around incessantly is a futile vagary in the

academic world unless one has a stable and

reliable background. Perhaps it is not too

daring to suppose that also realizing the

dangers of being unbound to anyone and

by anything made him think of marrying
Sylvi Nevanlinna, the daughter of a famous

professor of mathemathics at the Universi-

ty of Helsinki, Rolf Nevanlinna. -
Chortly after his wedding Austerlitz

hit the road again. This time he went to Ja-
pan where he spent two years (1953—1954)
with the support of the Ford-Foundation.

Looking back at his life now it is not an ex-

aggeration to say that his journey to Japan
was the "great adventure” of his life, since

this was the place (the isle of Hokkai-

do) where he met an informant, a goldmine
every linguist who does field work can just
dream of, Mrs. Tijoko Nakamura, original-
ly from South Sachalin who was born of a

Gilyak mother and a Tungus father in the

early years of this century and, through her,
a field of study, the Gilyak language and

culture which became a real for life for him.

The young man who was already familiar

with the methods of comparative, as well

as descriptive linguistics, and was versatile

in the Euroamerican culture ran across a

totally new world that differed thoroughly
from what he had known earlier. He learned

the new language and culture quickly and

found his new domain of interest, his study
for life, Gilyak. Meanwhile he was waiting
his doctoral thesis on Ob-Ugric metrics from

books (since field work in Western Siberia,
or even a short visit to Leningrad in the hope
of some "native people” from Siberia study-
ing in the Herzen College was inconceiv-

able for an American citizen in the early
fifties). This being the case, it is more than

understandable that working with a "na-

tive” Gilyak informant was a real compen-
sation for Austerlitz for the then inaccessi-

ble Siberian field work. In his doctoral disser-

tation which was written in Japan (and pub-
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lished in Helsinki in 1958) Austerlitz fol-

lows the best traditions of Finno-Ugric lin-

guistics by relying on the works of Wolf-

gang Steinitz and John Lotz. The book is

considered now a "classical opus” of Euro-

pean style philology, a model work for the

profession all around the world. While he

was busy in acquiring Japanese and getting
acquainted withJapanese "high culture”, Aus-

terlitz engaged himself also in collecting
Gilyak material, an unwritten Paleosiberian

language. The intensive occupation simul-

taneously with three different languages
and cultures (i.e. Ob-Ugric, Japanese and

Gilyak languages, as well as philological
tradition of Europe, "high” and "low cul-

tures” in Asia) could possibly help Auster-

litz realize what he had already learned from

comparative linguistics: languages and cul-

tures of the world are equally valuable and

precious and represent unlimited variability.
It is due to the training Austerlitz acquired
through these simultanous exercises that

he was capable of not only displaying a

benevolent and understanding attitude to-

ward so-called "unwritten languages” апа

"intellectual activity of lower class people”,
respectively, as it is becoming a man of let-

ters in this century, but also of the reverse

of this, i.e. regarding "long cultivated lan-

guages” and products of "high cultures” as

naiv and innocent natives do — sincerely
and without biasses of civilization. In the

true spirit of Enlightenment Austerlitz had

a predilection for the method of internal re-

construction also in the case of language
with ancient written records and linguistic
tradition. Applying the method of internal re-

construction for Finnish, he could detect also

an ancient, long forgotten magic layerhidden

behind the familiar fagade of such everyday
verbs like luopua 'to part from/with, to re-

sign’, taipua 'to lean, to incline to’, haipua/ hdi-

pyd 'to disappear, to fade away'. The method

was originally developed for detecting the

historical-genetic background of Amerind-

ian languages and Austerlitz was among the

pioneers who "re-imported” this product of

the New World to the Old One 4. The method

as we know it may be a new one, but the

spirit in which it was conceived is certainly
not — it was firstapplied by Socrates.

Equally unprejudiced Austerlitz’s ap-

proach toward Vogul, Gilyak and Roman-

ian folksongs-texts. Having gone through

his analyses, it is amazing to see how mas-

terly and well are these so-called primitive
compositions formedS. And also something
else: unlike the usual (and regrettable) ways
of the majority of linguists and folklorists

of this century Austerlitz does not separate
text from melody, or vice versa, but regards
them in their mutual dependence and shows

the configurations these two can form to-

gether®. The relationship of language to mu-

sic and vice versa, their similarity as well as

their difference kept the mind of the one-

time “jazz-pianist” busy and he repeatedly
returned to this topic later (John Lotz told

me about Austerlitz’s short escapade as a

bar-pianist in New Orleans after World War

II). The introductory words of "Meaning in

music: is music like language and if so,

how?"7, which was dedicated to the memo-

ry of Roman Jakobson, indicate the deep
streams of thought that wash away the

boundaries between the domains of language
and music: "This tribute to Roman Jakob-
son issues only indirectly from his teach-

ings on music or on art in general. It does

issue directly form one of his most forceful

and lasting statements "Shifters, verbal cat-

egories, and the Russian verb” (1956), in

which music plays no role at all. That in it-

self ought to be a tribute to Jakobson’s think-

ing. Sapienti sat.”

As his life was accompanied by certain

particulars, it made some customs officers

and other doorkeeping officials in the most

different parts of the world go crazy. In Bras-

-56 he was "the Austrian boy who prefers to

speak Hungarian”, in New York "Oh, №е

young man who has recently come from

Transylvania”, in Hungary the "Romanian”

(the linguist Dezs6 Paizs, for instance, whose

sarcastic sense of humor was surpassed on-

ly by his one-time fellow in the E6tvos-Col-

legium, Zoltadn Kodély, one of the legendary
sharp-tongues of the century in Hungary,
complimented Austerlitz in Budapest in

the early sixties by saying: "Listen, Auster-

litz, not every Romanian is a troublemaker,
but you are!”), in Finland he was the "Gip-
sy” (once in the early fifties he was not al-

lowed to enter an elegant restaurant in Hel-

sinki, possibly because of his black curly
hair and oily skin. His mother-inlaw, a styl-
ish dame of Swedish origin, who was with

him, argued in vain with the door-man, who

was not exactly put to stand there to guard
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the spirit of equality of all races of mankind.

At last she started hysterically shouting at

the stone-hearted Cerberus and threatened

him with the interference of her powerful
and influential husband, the then Rector of

the University of Helsinki. This made the

watsch-dog think if he should cali for the

police or, rather the ambulance), in Japan
the "American”, in his family in America

the home-language was Finnish. Similarly,
his scholarly activity is a cross-breed of most

different methods and schools of the pro-

fession and full of configurations of intel-

lectual currents that characterize no one else,
but him. I have already mentioned above

how Austerlitz applied internal reconstruc-

tion as a complementary and control method

to the comparative method, how he added

musicological analyses to his studies of Vo-

gul and Gilyak folklore texts. Besides his

Finnic and Hungarian linguistic studies 8,
Gilyak, this language-isolate, remained his

main interest throughout his life. The series

of his Gilyak studies begins with his very
first essay, "Gilyak Nursery Words” (1956)
and goes on with articles on various sub-

jects, demonstrating the common origin of

vocative and imperative through identify-
ing the semantic components of pronomi-
nal system, analyzing the terminology of

ethnozoology and ethnobotany and ending
with the problems of religious terminology?.
As culminating points of his Gilyak studies,
in my opinion, two of his writings are

worth mentioning: "Typology in the Service

of Internal Reconstruction: Saxalin Nivx"lo

from 1990 where he traces down the pre-
sent paradigmatic initial consonant alterna-

tions of Gilyak to earlier reduplicative
processes, and "Finnish and Gilyak Sound-

Symbolism — The Interplay between Sys-
tem and History”ll, written presumably be-

tween 1985 and 1990, where we are blinded

by his glimmering knowledge of phonetics
as seen against a broad historico-typologi-
cal background. (And although he was —

as he put it speaking about his master and

friend, John Lotz — a "true eclectic” who

could make use of almost any discipline or

school of learning, yet he considered only
two branches of linguistics well-founded

and coherent from a strictly logical point of

view, namely, comparative linguistics and

phonetics. "There is nothing else [that
counts]”, he said.) Concerning phonic means

available in language for descriptive pur-

poses there seems to be striking similarity
between these two geographically far away

languages. The paper ends with a telling
question: "Are the Finnish and Gilyak sce-

narios rooted in the nature of human

phonation or, more specifically, in the cul-

tural make-up of the North-Eurasian area?”

Like almost all of Austerlitz’s writings,
his papers on various Gilyak and Finnish

subjects are also deep-drillings, i.e. thor-

ough and exhaustive treatments of the sub-

jects in question along the axis of time. His

investigations of this kind are, on the one

hand, summarized in the traditional frame

of comparative linguistics, yet never with-

out a personal touch like, for instance, his

encyclopedia-article, "Uralic Languages™l2
and, on the other hand, characterized through
a radically new approach, in the frame of

the so-called long-range comparison where

he extends his horizon in order to be able

to include possibly all languages and lan-

guage-families of Northern hemisphere. Aus-

terlitz started these investigations partly as

a criticism of the illusory-dilettantic lan-

guage comparison, a revitalized fad in East-

ern Europe and elsewhere now, and partly
as an alternative for the terminology (phy-
lum, macro-family etc.) used by Amerindi-

anists!3. Soon, the discipline began to live

by its own right and gained ground as a

new branch in the profession which I would

call global linguistics!4. After pointing out

what kind of items can not be compared
and in what cases comparison must not be

applied Austerlitz finds those items and do-

mains which can justly be subjected to com-

parison. This is a ground where his experi-
ence with microphilology in identifying the

objects of investigation and in cleaning up
the objects in question by "removing conta-

mination” bears fruit — his witty specula-
tions gain credibility through numberless

empirical observations he made earlier.

Comparative microphilology and glob-
al linguistics are two aspects of Austerlitz’s

oeuvre that complement each other: with

comparative microphilology he traces down

linguistic processes along the axis of time,

while with the help of global linguistics he

can keep an eye on the spatial distribution

of the very same processes. Either of these

two approaches can but confirm his state-

ment on language "as a larger-than-life sys-
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tem”. Sizing up the loftiness of language at

a glance is a divine gift shared by only few,

a present which is, for most of them, more

of a curse rather, than a blessing. Austerlitz

was among the elected, but unlike most of

them, he was not struck dumb by the sight
of "the burning bush” and became melan-

cholic as Zoltdn Gombocz, professor and

mentor to Austerlitz’'s master, John Lotz did

in his last years or turned to a merciless

self-critic as the aforementioned John Lotz

himself. He saw the immensness of the task

and the diminutive dimensions of Man, but

did not revolt against this cast of roles. He

accepted it as it is. In this way he could pre-
serve the soundness of his ego, as well as

his ability to act. He was a sceptic and he

knew well the world would not let itself to

be swallowed up at once, but it is not im-

possible to have a bit of it here and there in

the hope of having a taste of the whole, "par-
tem pro toto”. In this respect his credo was

radically different from the dominant trends

of linguistics of our century, both from gen-
erative-transformational linguistics ruling
mostly the Western World and from nostrat-

ic linguistics, a dominant trend among lin-

guists of the former Soviet Union. It was

the immodesty and the pretentious nature

of these schools by which they wanted ei-

ther to generate the whole language from

one "germ of grammars” or to decompose
the multiplicity of languages to one "origi-
nal” that repelled him. For him any kind of

"totalitarian” linguistics was unacceptable,
he preferred "global” linguistics instead.

Identifying the objects of a study, re-

gardless of whether they are Finnish mor-

phophonemes, Gilyak folkloristic genres,
cases of the European absolute superlative
or language-families of Eurasia and North-

America, is a central motif in his oeuvre.

Moreover, it is not only the identification

of the objects of his studies which concerns

him, but also the clarification and mainte-

nance of the concepts, "the instruments” we

generally use for trapping and/or describ-

ing these objects. Let me mention only a

few of his clarifying essays: "Remarks on

Deixis”, "Associating Freely about Repeti-
tion in General or Repetitio Matrix Studio-

sa” and my favorite among his latest writ-

ings, "Myth, Play, Humor"ls. In this latter

he is bringing down — with plasticity un-

seen elsewhere in philology — a number of

concepts used both by the profession and

the public to a common denominator.

He was a polyglott, unique in his kind

in the profession, a uniqueness even in this

profession, who, according to Ilse Lehiste,

spoke 16 languages. When a Danish col-

league, amazed by his gift of tongues, asked

him how many languages he exactly spoke,
Austerlitz answered evasively: "Jeg kender

faktisk to: keerlighedens og blomstrernes

sprog”. "Det vil sige, de alle andre er kun

dialekter”, wondered the Dane in resigna-
tion. His legendary command of languages
was not just a free gift from the heaven, al-

though almost since his birth he had close

ties to three languages, German, Hungari-
an and Romanian. All the rest, i.e. the ma-

jor part of them, he must have learnt like

anybody else. And he really studied hard

throughout his life. For instance, he was al-

ready an oid man — this epithet is not at all

fitting to his personality — when learned to

speak Russian fluently. Language was for

him, first and foremost, a vehicle of com-

munication and he used it as such. His tal-

ent for communication was perhaps more

amazing than his gift of tongues, or, maybe,
there is a mutual dependence between the

two: he was capable of learning so many

languages because he was deeply and sin-

cerely interested in the person fate made

him meet regardless of what social status

he or she had, whether he was a university
professor or а Gipsybasketweaver: "He did

not differentiate between linguistics and

friendship”, said Austerlitz about Roman

Jakobson when he visited us in Aarhus, Den-

mark, in November 1991, and this statement

characterizes him not less than the original
hero of the sentence. He had friends every-
where around the world. He maintained

friendly relations with linguists and folk-

lorists, as well as with representatives of

some other related professions from Fin-

land to Japan (and almost all countries in

between), not mentioning both Americas.

Accordingly, he had friends in and outside

Estonia. His friendship with the represen-
tatives of the great generation of Estonian

linguists like Paul Ariste and Alo Raun is

well known and shown also by Austerlitz’s

articles dedicated to these two Grand Old

Men, respectively, on some jubilatory occa-

sions. Friendship was evidently very im-

portant for him, so much so that most of
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the written part of his oeuvre can be found

in publications all over the world either as

gratulatory articles dedicated to jubilating
friends or as papers dedicated to the mem-

ory of late friends or as lectures addressing
the audience at some congress (v. Selected

Bibliography of R. Austerlitz’s Opera at the

end of this writing). His publications ap-

peared spread all over the world, since it

was not of his concern to build up his own

monument while still alive. As a true hu-

manist he preferred direct contacts, person-

al exchange of ideas and verbal communi-

cation to printed material (although he was

an excellent stylist). His short appearances
in Europe (I met him several times in Hun-

gary, Finland, Denmark and also in New

York) were characterized by high intellec-

tual intensity: his witty comments, appro-

priate remarks and bon mots straightened
out quite a few curves in the career of some

of us. Let me cite here just one of Auster-

litz's wise sayings not only because it re-

veals his sharp wit, but also because it is

based on a poetic device, parallelism, which

he was so attracted to. Describing the lin-

guistic tradition of Hungary he said, "A ma-

gyar nyelvészetnek két hagyomanya van: a

gomboczsag és a hélyagsdg”. His friendly
gestures were returned by the amicable com-

pany of his colleagues. In Hungary he was

presented a "Festschrift” for his 65th birth-

day (appeared actually on his 70th) by his

friends and with a Foreword by Péter Haj-
dd, "a Hungarian cousin of mine” as he used

to refer to his colleague, two weeks younger
than he (NyK 91 1990). Also a volume of

his selected papers translated into Hungar-
ian appeared in Hungary two years ago

(Nyelvek és kultirdk Eurdzsidban, Buda-

pest 1992).
He was an excellent educator. I men-

tion only two of those who were also for-

mally his students because of their special
ties to him. Daniel M. Abondolo, presently
teaching Hungarian literature at the Insti-

tute of Slavic and Eastern European Lan-

guages, University of London, applied and

extended congenially the morphonological
approach to other cognate languages (Mord-
vinian and Hungarian), originally devel-

oped for Finnish by Austerlitz. In this con-

text, specifically Abondolo’s doctoral thesis

is worth mentioning, since it can be truly
regarded as a complementary opus to Aus-

terlitz’s oeuvre (Hungarian Interflectional

Morphology, Budapest 1988). For Auster-

litz, in spite of his familiarity with and good
understanding of Hungarian linguistics and

culture, and in spite of his strong sympathy
for the Hungarians in general, did not pub-
lish much (how telling a silence!) on Hun-

garian topics. The other student of his I want

to mention here is Carol H. Rounds who

was the last among his doctorands and is

presently teaching Hungarian at Columbia

University. As a devoted student and faith-

ful colleague he was a witness to Auster-

litz’s last years. Also Austerlitz was satis-

fied with his former students and colleagues
(in addition to Abondolo and Rounds he

mentioned to me also Aili Flint, lecturer in

Finnish at Columbia University, with a spe-
cific affection) and felt lucky for having such

good people around him at Columbia Uni-

versity, his working place for life. In spite
of his mercurial nature, Austerlitz remained

always loyal to his Alma Mater, Columbia

University where he belonged to the staff

of the Department of Linguistics since 1958

and became a professor in 1965. Speaking
about his students he said once, "I have not

many [students], but I don’t mind, for if I

had that would also be a cult”. He practiced
his profession as an educator also outside

university campuses and class-rooms, in the

most different parts of the world where he

showed up for short visits to give a lecture

at a symposium or a congress. He was a

helpful participant of doctoral committees

promoting the career of younger colleagues.
In Finland Juha Janhunen, in France Joce-
lyn ]. Fernandez and in Hungary J4dnosPusz-

tay had the honor of having Austerlitz as

their opponent. `
In the last three years of his life Auster-

litzcombatted cancer, but he did not let him-

self put down by it. He loved life and knew

how to make it sweet. Having gone through
two serious operations he was given a chance

to lead a relatively unrestricted life that was

worth living his remaining three years. He

died after short, but intensive suffering in

NewYork, on September 9, 1994.

I had already heard his name and read

his work "Ob-Ugric Metrics” before I met

him personally in Szeged during the last

days of the bleak and ominous August, 1968.

I was a student then, beginning my last year
at the University of Szeged and was intro-
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duced to him by my professor and a friend

of Austerlitz, Péter Hajdu. I was helping to

prepare a symposium on the typology of

languages in Northern Eurasia. We were

expecting participants from East and West

alike. History again entered the scene and

as a consequence only Eastern guests ar-

rived, mainly from the Soviet Union. One of

the few exceptions from the West was, of

course, Austerlitz who did come. He burst

in the place as if — so it seemed to us who

were filled with anguish in the wake of the

occupation of Czechoslovakia — a comet

had landed coming from another world of

"a larger-than-human scale” and brought
with him something we thought we had

just lost forever — a breath of freedom. Time

has come for him now to return into that

world whose grandeur and magnificence
we were fortunate to sense through his ami-

able personality while still in this world.
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